
 

 

 

  

  

 

     
    

 

PART III: SAC Conference Summary 

Name: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Conference Title: _______________________________________________________________ 

Conference Sponsoring Organization:_______________________________________________ 

Conference Description 

Summary – One Full Page: Please describe the benefits to Student Success & Equity that you 
gained by participating in this event. How will you disseminate/share this information with your 
SAC colleagues? 
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	Name: Christa Solheid
	Date: 11/06/2017 (Conference date: October 27-28, 2017)
	Conference Title: California Acceleration Project Design and Development Institute
	Sponsor: Cuyamaca College
	Description: The purpose of the conference was to explain what the California Acceleration Project is and why schools are choosing to implement it. Share success rates from schools using acceleration, and showing some of the methods and techniques of acceleration in the classroom.
	Summary: There are a few benefits to student success and equity that were gained by participation in the CAP Design and Development Institute. First, just becoming familiar with the project is beneficial as I can help to explain it to colleagues who are not familiar with CAP. Also, seeing the data that accompanies success rates for students in colleges both before and after implemention of an accelerated program.  The most beneficial part for me was the opportunity to meet with my colleagues from SAC and SCC math and assessment departments to discuss if this would be something that could be successfully implemented in our departments. We then had time in guided collaborations to discuss the benefits, possibilities, barriers, and possible models to our college.  We were able to hear from several instructors in both English and mathematics departments who are using acceleration. These presentations included everything from making the change in course offerings, how corequisites are scheduled, training faculty to teach in a new way, what takes place in the classroom, and assessment of students in accelerated classes. If we do chose to look into an accelerated pathway for our students, I feel informed enough to help guide my colleagues in the department through the process, as the comference was very comprehensive. I have already shared information about this meeting with colleagues. 


